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Abstract: Neuroendocrine carcinomas (NECs) are poorly differentiated and highly aggressive epithe-
lial neuroendocrine neoplasms. The most common primary site is the lung, but they may arise in
every organ. Approximately 37% of extrapulmonary NECs (EP-NECs) occur in the gastroenteropan-
creatic (GEP) tract, followed by the genitourinary (GU) system and gynecological tract. As a result
of their rarity, there is scant evidence to guide treatment recommendations, and a multidisciplinary
approach is essential for the management of such patients. Platinum-based chemotherapy currently
represents the standard of care for EP-NECs of any site, mirroring the management of small-cell lung
cancer (SCLC), but further approaches are still under investigation. Indeed, ongoing trials evaluating
targeted therapies, immune checkpoint inhibitors (ICIs), and radionuclide therapy could provide
potentially breakthrough therapeutic options. Given the relative dearth of evidence-based literature
on these orphan diseases, the aim of this review is to provide an overview of the pathology and
current treatment options, as well as to shed light on the most pressing unmet needs in the field.

Keywords: extrapulmonary neuroendocrine carcinomas; chemotherapy; gastroenteropancreatic tract;
gynecologic tract; genitourinary tract

1. Introduction

Neuroendocrine carcinomas (NECs) are a rare and heterogeneous entity that belongs to
the family of neuroendocrine neoplasms (NENs) [1,2]. According to the 2022 World Health
Organization (WHO) classification of endocrine and neuroendocrine tumors [3,4], NECs
are defined as poorly differentiated, highly aggressive (G3) epithelial NENs, composed
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of cells characterized by marked nuclear/cellular atypia and severe nuclear molding, but
broadly retaining neuroendocrine markers (of note, the pan-cytokeratin stain should be
positive, even focally, as their origin is epithelial) [5]. By definition, the Ki-67 proliferation
index is ≥20%, usually being above 50%.

Irrespective of their primary site of origin, NECs are commonly subclassified as small
or large cell types (SCNEC and LCNEC, respectively), thus suggesting the possible presence
of pathogenetic and clinical differences between the two entities, as already demonstrated
for lung primaries [3,4].

NECs arise from neuroendocrine cells, which can be arranged in glands (e.g., pituitary
and parathyroid), endocrine islets embedded within glandular tissue (e.g., thyroid and
pancreas) or scattered/interspersed among other epithelial cells (e.g., respiratory, digestive,
genitourinary tracts, thymus, and skin) [6,7]. Derivation from stem cells as well as from
trans-differentiated epithelial cells has been also suggested.

This may explain why NECs may develop in any organ, with common histology
features (small-cell or large-cell morphology, poor differentiation, marked atypia, abun-
dant necrosis, and frequent, often atypical mitoses) and a similar clinical behavior (high
propensity for distant metastases and poor prognosis) [3].

Besides the lung, which is the most common primary site, NECs that arise outside
of this location are referred to as extrapulmonary NECs (EP-NECs), and these are most
commonly found in the gastroenteropancreatic (GEP) tract (about 37% of cases), followed
by the genitourinary (GU) tract (about 17%) and gynecological (GY) tract (about 10%) [8,9].
EP-NECs are generally non-functioning: their clinical presentation is often the result of a
combination of site-specific symptoms and the typical symptoms of advanced/metastatic
cancers (weight loss, weakness, etc.) [1].

Opposite of well-differentiated neuroendocrine tumors (NETs), NECs are character-
ized by the frequent presence of inactivating TP53 or RB1 gene alterations, regardless of
the origin. Indeed, inactivating RB1 gene mutations or the loss of Rb protein expression
have been reported in >90% of SCNECs and in 50 to 60% of LCNECs. Similarly, TP53 gene
mutations or abnormal protein expression have been reported in up to 95% of NECs [3,10].
Additional site-specific genetic alterations have also been described and may be helpful
to detect the primary site of origin [11]. Despite TP53 and RB1 alterations being non-
targetable, targetable driver alterations such as NTRK, RET, and BRAF [12–15] can be found
in EP-NECs and should be sought after.

For all the above reasons, the treatment of EP-NECs is particularly challenging, and
the little available evidence comes from weak sources, mainly limited by retrospective and
small-sample-size studies. Additionally, EP-NECs are seldom included in NEN clinical
trials given their rarity, further limiting the production of solid prospective evidence in
these patients. EP-NEC treatment recommendations are usually extrapolated and adapted
from pulmonary high-grade NECs, especially small-cell lung cancer (SCLC), since this is
the most common type of NEC [16].

Given the relative dearth of evidenced-based literature on these orphan diseases, this
review aims to provide an overview of the pathology and current treatment options, as
well to shed light on the most pressing unmet needs in EP-NECs.

2. Materials and Methods

We reviewed all prospective and retrospective studies, case reports, and review articles
published up to June 2023 in PubMed. Data were extracted from the text and from the ta-
bles of the manuscripts. The keyword search used included “neuroendocrine carcinomas”,
“gastroenteropancreatic”, “colorectal”, “esophageal”, “stomach”, “gynecologic”, “cervi-
cal”, “endometrial”, “ovarian”, ”vagina”, “vulva”, “genito-urinary”, “renal”, “prostatic”,
“bladder”, “small cell”, “large cell”, and “extrapulmonary”.
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3. GEP-NECs
3.1. Epidemiology and Staging

GEP-NECs account for about one third of all NEC diagnoses and are often managed
similarly to pulmonary NECs [9]. While smoking is the key risk factor for pulmonary
NECs, most patients with GEP-NECs do not have any history of smoking [17]. Along the
same line, while brain metastases are reported in about 20% of pulmonary NECs, they are
very rare in GEP-NECs, occurring in less than 2% of cases [18].

Within the GEP tract, the most common sites of primary GEP-NEC are the colon
(approximately 25%), pancreas (20%), stomach and esophagus (more than 20% together),
and rectum (just above 10%) [19]. Up to 85% of patients have a stage IV disease at diagnosis,
with a median overall survival (OS) of about 12 months [20]. In fact, prognosis is slightly
better for GEP than pulmonary NECs and differs by primary tumor location (the OS being
longer in small-bowel primary tumors), but it remains poor overall [21]. As for other EP-
NECs, a CT scan of the chest and abdomen is required, while brain imaging is not routinely
indicated in asymptomatic patients. Functional imaging with 18F-FDG-PET might be
useful to complete staging, while 68Ga-DOTA-peptide PET imaging is not recommended
outside of clinical trials.

3.2. Management of GEP-NECs

Although the role of surgery remains controversial for NECs (especially because pre-
operative diagnosis of a localized NEC is uncommon), international guidelines suggest
surgery for patients with a localized NEC, strongly recommending a careful multidisci-
plinary assessment of individual cases (Figure 1) [1,22]. In fact, in some patients, periop-
erative treatment with chemotherapy (eventually associated with radiotherapy) may be
considered, but every decision should be individualized [19]. Definitive chemoradiation
is usually the preferred approach for anatomical sites where surgical resection has a high
risk of morbidity, such as esophageal or anal canal NECs [23,24]. Large retrospective series
suggested that surgery in carefully selected cases significantly improves survival regardless
of the primary tumor site and other perioperative therapies [19,25]. A recent retrospective
study investigated the effect of surgical resection in one of the most common sites of origin
(the colorectal tract), including 1208 NEC patients from the National Cancer Database.
The analysis showed a beneficial effect of surgery with a better median OS in patients
undergoing surgery compared to those managed without resection [26]. However, an
earlier retrospective study showed opposite results highlighting that the resection of the
primary tumor was not associated with a survival improvement in localized colorectal
NECs [27]. Overall, the evidence is scarce mainly due to the retrospective nature of these
studies as well as their limited sample size [28].

As previously mentioned, conservative management with chemoradiotherapy may be
particularly important in some special anatomical sites where the diagnosis of NEC still
is a major challenge in terms of disease control and organ preservation. Chemo-radiation
is the preferred treatment to obtain organ preservation in anorectal NECs and is usually
associated with manageable side effects (the most common being proctitis) [29]. In addition,
few studies suggest definitive chemoradiation may also be useful for esophageal primaries.
Since the most common reason of radiotherapy failure in the treatment of NECs is distant
progression, the combination of local treatments with systemic therapy is of paramount
importance. Cisplatin or carboplatin + etoposide are often used in combination with
radiotherapy [30]. A retrospective analysis from the SEER (Surveillance Epidemiology and
End Results) database showed a significant survival advantage with the use of radiation
therapy in the setting of rectal SCNECs [31], in contrast to other studies demonstrating that
chemotherapy with or without radiation obtained a similar outcome to surgery in patients
with localized anorectal NECs [32]. This difference can possibly be explained by the limited
number of cases undergoing exclusive chemotherapy, hindering any definitive conclusions
on the potential benefit of radiotherapy in this setting.
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Figure 1. Proposed clinical management algorithm for GEP-NEC. CHT: chemotherapy. RT: radiotherapy.

Peptide receptor radionuclide therapy (PRRT) with 177Lutetium-DOTATATE is cur-
rently approved in the treatment of well-differentiated metastatic G1-2 GEP-NETs [33]. In
contrast, PRRT is generally not recommended for GEP-NECs because of the low-to-absent
expression of somatostatin receptors [34,35]. An Italian group investigated the outcomes of
PRRT in 33 patients with advanced GEP-NENs, positive somatostatin receptor imaging, and
a Ki-67 proliferation index between 15% and 70%, and found that patients with a Ki-67 index
of ≥35%, achieved worse response rates and a shorter progression-free survival (PFS) as
compared to patients with tumors with a lower proliferation index [36]. Similarly, one large
retrospective multicenter study demonstrated disappointing survival outcomes of PRRT in
patients with GEP-NECs as compared to those with well-differentiated G3 NENs [37].

As the role of radical surgery in GEP-NECs is still being defined, the role of adjuvant
chemotherapy also remains controversial, and decisions need to be individualized based
on the tumor site and histological features and after multidisciplinary team assessment [1].
Similar to pulmonary LCNECs where weak evidence of a higher survival in patients
receiving adjuvant therapy after radical surgery has been reported [38], the Society of
Surgical Oncology reported a non-statistically significant trend towards better survival in
a retrospective series of 18 patients with GEP-NECs who received adjuvant therapy after
surgical resection [39]. The small sample size and retrospective design of the study hinder
reliable conclusions. The NEONEC trial is currently investigating the activity of adjuvant
platinum-based chemotherapy in patients who underwent surgery for digestive NECs, and
the results are eagerly awaited (NCT04268121) [8].

When metastatic, NECs tend to initially respond to chemotherapy, with reported objec-
tive response rates (ORRs) of up to 70% [16,40]. Since the early 1990s, cisplatin + etoposide
has been considered the reference treatment for NECs, including GEP-NECs, based on its
activity in SCLC [16]. In the last decade, the largest reported cohort of advanced patients
with EP-NECs, defined as NENs with a Ki-67 ≥ 20%, is from the Nordic group [35]. They
retrospectively analyzed data from 205 patients with a GI NEC, confirming the effectiveness
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of the platinum-based regimen, but at the same time suggesting a lower response rate
compared to what was previously reported. In addition, their results indicated that in
GI NECs, cisplatin could probably be replaced by the less toxic carboplatin, as the effi-
cacy of the two compounds was comparable. Notably, GEP-NECs with a Ki-67 > 55%
had a better response to platinum-based chemotherapy and shorter median survival than
NECs characterized by lower proliferative activity (20–55%). More recently, a Chinese
phase II study compared the activity of the standard regimen (cisplatin + etoposide) to the
combination of cisplatin + irinotecan as first-line treatment in 66 patients with advanced
GEP-NECs [41]. They also evaluated the different toxicity profiles of the two associations.
The irinotecan arm was not inferior to the etoposide arm in terms of ORR, but different
safety profiles emerged. The incidence of grade 3 and 4 neutropenia was significantly
higher in the etoposide arm while non-hematological toxicities, in particular GI toxicities,
were relatively more frequent in the irinotecan arm. Despite the good ORR observed, the
responses were commonly short in duration, lasting on average only 9 months.

At progression, one option is represented by rechallenging with platinum + etoposide.
This combination is usually proposed when the relapse occurs at least 60–90 days after the
end of the previous therapy (treatment-free interval, TFI), mirroring SCLC practice [42].
Otherwise, different regimens including FOLFIRI [43], FOLFOX [44] or temozolomide-
based chemotherapies have been evaluated [45]. The relative studies share a retrospective
design and a small sample size (ranging from 20 to 30 patients), and an ORR between 29%
and 33% and median PFS of 4–6 months have been reported.

Several drugs and regimens, such as dacarbazine, topotecan, liposomial irinotecan
+ 5-fluorouracil, docetaxel, and the addition of bevacizumab, a humanized monoclonal
antibody against the vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF), to FOLFIRI, failed to prove
beneficial in GEP-NEC patients [46–49]. Nevertheless, the SENECA study, a randomized
phase II trial of CAPTEM vs. FOLFIRI in lung and GEP-NECs, completed enrollment and
the results are awaited soon (NCT03387592) [50].

The interest around immunotherapy with immune checkpoint inhibitors (ICIs) and
targeted therapies in GEP-NECs is growing given the potential for better-tolerated treat-
ment alternatives and/or long-lasting responses. Single-agent ICIs have not been proven
effective in NECs, especially in unselected populations. However, currently there is no
biomarker to predict the response to ICIs in patients with GEP-NECs. Among the known
predictive factors of the response to ICIs, PD-L1 expression is commonly weak and re-
stricted to tumor-infiltrating lymphocytes (TILs) rather than tumor cells in GEP-NECs [51],
while a high microsatellite instability status and a high tumor mutational burden have been
observed in less than 10% of GEP-NECs [51,52].

To overcome the primary resistance to single-agent ICIs, various combination strate-
gies have been investigated. The combination of cytotoxic T-lymphocyte antigen 4 (CTLA-4)
and programmed death 1 (PD-1) blockers was hypothesized to have synergistic effects on
antitumor immune response and to increase the response rates in patients. In the DUNE
study, the combination of durvalumab (PD-L1 inhibitor) + tremelimumab (CTLA-4 in-
hibitor) was tested in four NEN cohorts including some cases of GEP-NECs, demonstrating
a modest response rate. Among the ten patients who survived for more than a year, seven
had poorly differentiated NECs but no significant correlation was found between baseline
molecular or clinical biomarkers and the efficacy in this subgroup [53]. Likewise, the NIP-
INEC study investigated the role of the dual ICI PD-1/CTLA-4 (nivolumab + ipilimumab)
in GEP-NECs [54]. This was a randomized noncomparative trial that included 92 patients
with GEP-NECs progressing to one or two previous systemic treatment lines including
platinum-based chemotherapy. The results showed a modest activity of the regimen in
aggressive and heavily pretreated NECs. Another possibility to implement the effect of
the ICIs is obviously the combination with chemotherapy, as already demonstrated in
SCLC. In clinical practice, ICIs combined with chemotherapy already constitute a standard
treatment modality for patients with SCLC [55]. Similarly, in the phase II NICE-NEC trial,
26 patients with GEP-NECs (or unknown origin)underwent treatment with a combination
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of nivolumab + carboplatin + etoposide followed by a maintenance therapy with nivolumab.
The primary endpoint was a 12-month OS rate and the results were quite encouraging [56].
Specifically, the 12-month OS rate was 46.7% vs. 59.3% for Ki-67 ≤ 55 and >55, respectively,
and 58.3% vs. 54.7% for well- and poorly differentiated, respectively.

Data supporting the use of targeted therapies in GEP-NECs are still missing, as tar-
getable driving genomic alterations are uncommonly seen. One of the most common
molecular alterations, especially in colorectal NECs, is KRAS mutation. Recently, small
molecules that specifically inhibit KRASG12C demonstrated activity in patients with ad-
vanced solid tumors harboring this mutation [57,58], but this has not been tested in patients
with KRASG12C-mutated GEP-NECs. In the mitogen-activated kinase pathway (MAPK),
BRAFV600E mutation can be observed in colorectal and pancreatic NECs. This alteration
can be targeted by BRAF inhibitors with or without MEK inhibitors. The combination of
dabrafenib and trametinib, a BRAF and an MEK inhibitor, respectively, has been evaluated
in an open-label basket trial, showing a promising overall response rate in 29 patients
including two cases with mixed ductal/adeno-neuroendocrine carcinomas and two with
colorectal NECs [15]. In addition, a phase II basket trial evaluating the role of the BRAF
inhibitor vemurafenib in non-melanoma BRAFV600E mutant solid tumors, showed an en-
couraging PFS for two patients with NECs [59]. These results demonstrate a potential
benefit of BRAF/MEK inhibition in patients with GEP-NECs with BRAFV600E mutation.

NENs, and especially pancreatic NENs are highly vascularized tumors as a result of
the overexpression of pro-angiogenic factors, including VEGF receptor and platelet-derived
growth factor receptor (PDGFR) [60]. A phase II trial evaluated the clinical activity of
sunitinib, a multi-targeted tyrosine kinase inhibitor (TKI) with anti-angiogenic activity, in
26 patients with GEP-NENs (20 GEP-NECs and 6 G3 NETs), mostly of pancreatic origin,
and reported an ORR of 58% [61]. Of the 20 poorly differentiated GEP-NECs, 10 patients
presented a radiologic response by RECIST 1.1 criteria.

In another phase II trial, 22 treatment-naïve patients received a combination of
capecitabine + oxaliplatin + CPT-11 (CAPOXIRI) + bevacizumab, followed by mainte-
nance treatment with pazopanib (anti-angiogenic TKI) + capecitabine. The combination
demonstrated promising efficacy with a median PFS of 13 months, median OS of 29 months
and ORR of 47.4% for large- and small-bowel neuroendocrine carcinomas. Furthermore,
predictable toxicities were observed with this regimen [62].

4. GY-NECs
4.1. Epidemiology and Staging

High-grade neuroendocrine carcinomas of the gynecological tract (GY-NECs) are rare
and highly aggressive tumors, which account for about 2% of gynecologic malignancies and
less than 1% of all NECs [9,63]. Overall, GY-NECs show aggressive behavior with a high
recurrence rate in localized stages or the early development of metastases and, therefore,
poor prognosis.

According to the updated fifth edition of the WHO classification of gynecologic NENs,
grade 3 tumors are poorly differentiated high-grade NECs that are further classified into
SCNECs and LCNECs [64].

At pathology, SCNECs and LCNECs show the same histological features as their coun-
terparts in other sites. SCNECs are usually hypercellular, characterized by monotonous
diffuse pattern of growth, high mitotic activity (>10 mitoses/10 HPF), apoptotic bodies,
and widespread areas of necrosis, with early lymph–vascular invasion. Instead, LCNECs
mostly show a solid pattern of growth, including insular, trabecular, and glandular patterns,
with high mitotic activity, and frequent vascular involvement. In addition, up to one third
of GY-NECs are associated with an intraepithelial or invasive non-neuroendocrine compo-
nent, often a squamous neoplasia [64,65]. Despite the typical morphology, in some cases
diagnosis can be challenging, especially for LCNECs; therefore, immunohistochemistry
(IHC) for neuroendocrine markers including chromogranin A (CgA), CD56, synaptophysin,
and protein gene product 9.5 (PGP9.5) may be required for diagnosis. Synaptophysin
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and CD56 are the most sensitive markers, although CD56 is non-specific. Furthermore,
INSM1 (insulinoma-associated protein 1) expression is more specific than chromogranin
A, CD56, and synaptophysin in GY-NECs, but less sensitive than synaptophysin, and not
significantly different among SCNECs, LCNECs, and mixed SCNECs–LCNECs [66].

While the ovary is the most common site of origin for NETs of the gynecological
tract [11], GY-NECs most frequently arise from the cervix (54%), most commonly as SC-
NECs, followed by the endometrium (24%), the ovary (16%), the vagina (5%), and the
vulva (1%) [67].

Clinical presentation of GY-NECs usually include weight loss, localized pain and
pressure, vaginal bleeding and/or discharge, ascites, and symptoms depending of the sites
of the metastases [68]. GY-NECs show a higher frequency of lymph–vascular invasion
and early distant metastasis and recurrence than non-neuroendocrine gynecologic cancers.
Therefore, the Society of Gynecologic Oncology (SGO) and NCCN guidelines recommend
the first evaluation with chest, abdomen, and pelvis TC and/or 18F-FDG-PET/TC, with
additional brain imaging if neurological symptoms are present or metastases are suspected.

4.2. NECs of the Cervix

NENs of the cervix account for about 0.9% to 1.5% of all cervical tumors, with SCNECs
being the most common subtype [69].

Similar to non-neuroendocrine cervical cancer, most SCNECs and LCNECs of the
cervix are caused by human papillomavirus (HPV) infection, mainly types 16 and 18, with
a predominance of HPV18 over HPV16 among SCNECs [70]. The causative role of HPV
infection in NECs of the cervix is reflected by the high p16 IHC positivity rate reported in
these tumors [64], as opposed to what is observed in cervical NETs [69], and suggests that
HPV vaccination could prevent up to 95% of cervical NECs [71].

The top mutated genes in GY-NECs of the cervix are PIK3CA, KRAS, and TP53 in 18%,
14%, and 11% of cases, respectively [72]. Moreover, the presence of genetic alterations in
the MAPK, p53/BRCA, and PI3K/AKT/mTOR pathways suggests that targeted therapies
might be potentially useful in a proportion of cases [73].

Cervical NENs are staged using the same 2018 FIGO system as for non-neuroendocrine
cervical cancers [74,75]. NECs are more likely to present at later FIGO stages, and to have
lymph node involvement at diagnosis, as compared to non-neuroendocrine carcinomas [76].
The median OS for patients with SCNECs of the cervix is less than 2 years from diagnosis [76],
with a five-year OS rate of 20–50% in stage I–II tumors, which falls to 2–15% for later-stage
tumors [74].

Because of the lacking prospective data, recommendations for the treatment of pa-
tients with GY-NECs are extrapolated from SCLC treatment. As such, the standard treat-
ment algorithm for cervical NECs is based on a combination of surgery, platinum-based
chemotherapy, and radiotherapy (Figure 2) [77]. Both the SGO and the Gynecologic Can-
cer Intergroup (GCIG) recommend radical hysterectomy and pelvic lymphadenectomy
followed by adjuvant chemotherapy with platinum + etoposide for early-stage disease
(tumors ≤ 4 cm) and negative nodes on imaging (up to FIGO stage IIA1, approximately
50% of cases [78]), with consideration for additional radiotherapy, as women who re-
ceived multimodality treatment can achieve long-term survival [79]. The role of surgery
in early-stage NECs of the cervix has been strengthened by the results of a recent study,
which included data of 1288 patients collected from the SEER database and from a Chinese
multi-institutional registry [80]. Taking into consideration the limitations and biases of
surgical studies conducted on retrospective series, surgery might improve the outcomes
of patients with locally advanced or stage IB3-IIA2 NECs of the cervix, although in these
cases surgery is not currently routinely recommended by guidelines. On the other hand,
post-operative radiotherapy after radical hysterectomy in women with early-stage NECs of
the cervix may reduce pelvic recurrences but has not been proven to improve the overall
recurrence or death rates, mainly due to the high rate of distant extra-pelvic recurrences [81].
Both adjuvant cisplatin + etoposide and vincristine + cyclophosphamide + doxorubicin
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(CAV regimen) were associated with improved survival compared to other schedules, but
considering the toxicity profile of the two regimens, platinum + etoposide is preferred over
CAV in the adjuvant setting [82].
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tem (2018). EP: etoposide + cisplatin or carboplatin. Cisplatin (60–80 mg/m2 on day 1 every
3 weeks) or carboplatin (area under the curve of 5 mg/mL/min on day 1 every 3 weeks) + etoposide
(100–120 mg/m2 on day 1–3 every 3 weeks). RT: 40–45 Gy external beam radiation ± 40–45 Gy
vaginal brachytherapy. * Brain evaluation in cases of symptoms or suspected metastases.

When it comes to locally advanced disease (FIGO stage IIA2-IV, approximately
49% of cases) [78] or non-surgical candidates, SGO guidelines recommend concomitant
platinum + etoposide chemotherapy and radiation (to pelvis or up to para-aortic lymph
nodes) [79], which yield a 3-year OS rate of 60%, and a potential cure rate of 45%. The most
relevant prognostic factor in this setting is the stage at diagnosis [83].

Approximately 23% of NECs of the cervix are diagnosed at stage IV (compared with
8% of squamous-cell carcinomas) [76]. In addition, even after multimodality treatment,
NECs have a high rate of recurrence, with the most common sites for first recurrence
being the lungs (38%), liver (34%), and peritoneal carcinomatosis (25%). Brain recurrence
is only observed in patients with concurrent lung or liver metastases [84]. The standard
first-line treatment for advanced treatment-naïve NECs of the cervix is chemotherapy
with platinum + etoposide for 4–6 cycles [79]. At disease progression, a rechallenge
with the same chemotherapy scheme can be considered in patients with a TFI of at least
60–90 days, mirroring the management of SCLC [42]. In patients who have already re-
ceived a platinum-containing chemotherapy regimen or who have relapsed with a TFI of
60–90 days, single-agent chemotherapy with topotecan, irinotecan, paclitaxel, or docetaxel
is recommended. A single-institution experience also reports an improvement in PFS,
but not OS, using a combination of topotecan + paclitaxel with bevacizumab [85]. This
schedule has been investigated in non-neuroendocrine cervical cancers in the Gynecology
Oncology Group 240 phase III study [86] and is based on the rationale that over 95% of
cervix SCNECs overexpress VEGF [84,87]. Nevertheless, the available evidence is not
adequate to recommend this regimen, which might be considered in select cases.

Despite the aggressive treatment strategies involving radical surgery, chemotherapy,
and radiotherapy, women with SCNECs of the cervix have a dismal prognosis with a
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median OS of less than 2 years from diagnosis [76], especially at recurrence [69]. Innovative
therapeutic approaches, such as ICIs or targeted therapies, are therefore needed. PD-
L1 expression and microsatellite instability are predictive markers of the response to
ICIs in solid tumors [88–91]. Nevertheless, in a series of forty pathologic specimens from
patients with NECs of the cervix, PD-L1 was positive (considered as a composite proportion
score ≥ 1) in only 8% of samples, while all were microsatellite-stable by IHC [92]. However,
mutations in DNA damage response (DDR) genes, which can be commonly observed in
GY-NECs, also induce the accumulation of DNA mutations, which cause high TMB [93],
which is a predictive factor of the activity of ICIs in several malignancies [94,95]. Indeed, a
cohort of the DART SWOG 1609 phase II study investigated the activity of the combination
of ipilimumab and nivolumab in non-pancreatic neuroendocrine neoplasms [96]. The
study enrolled three women with NENs of the cervix, of which one achieved a partial
response. A few case reports of women with NENs of the cervix who received ICIs, both
as single-agent nivolumab [95,97,98] or in combination with ipilimumab [99], as well as
tislelizumab, a PD-1 inhibitor, combined with albumin-bound paclitaxel and anlotinib, a
multi-kinase inhibitor with anti-angiogenic activity, suggested the potential utility of this
class of drugs in this setting [100]. On the other hand, single-agent pembrolizumab, another
PD-1 inhibitor, failed to improve survival in an unselected population enrolled in a small
phase II trial [97,101]. Given the interest in investigating the efficacy of ICIs, especially
for the novel PD-(L)1-CTLA-4 dual inhibitors, a phase II trial of cadonilimab, a bispecific
anti-PD-1/CTLA-4 inhibitor, is ongoing for the second- and third-line setting in recurrent
NECs of the cervix (NCT05063916) [8,102].

A deeper understanding of the molecular features of SCNECs of the cervix might help
the implementation of targeted therapies. Medium-to-high PARP-1 expression by IHC has
been observed in over 90% of NECs of cervix samples, suggesting a potential role for the
use of PARP-1 inhibitors [92]. Furthermore, trametinib induced complete remission in a
woman with a metastatic KRASG12D mutant SCNEC of the cervix lasting 8 months after
treatment start [103].

Similarly, because NECs can harbor genomic alterations, such as NTRK or RET fusions,
which can be successfully targeted by specific inhibitors, cervical NECs should undergo
comprehensive next-generation sequencing to identify such alterations and provide poten-
tially breakthrough therapeutic options [12–14].

4.3. NECs of the Endometrium

Endometrial neuroendocrine carcinomas are extremely rare and represent 0.8% of all
endometrial malignancies [104]. The most frequent clinical manifestations are unusual
uterine bleeding or symptomatic metastases [105]. Endometrial NECs, which include small-
and large-cell neoplasms, are highly aggressive cancers that entail more than double the
risk of death compared to their non-neuroendocrine counterparts [104,106]. The average
age of diagnosis is about 66 years [106] and in approximately 70% of cases, endometrial
NECs are advanced tumors at diagnosis (FIGO stage III or IV) [68], with a reduced OS
of 12 months when compared to 22 months in stages I–II [107]. Unlike endometrioid and
undifferentiated carcinomas that present a focal positivity for neuroendocrine markers,
the majority of endometrial NECs present a diffuse positivity for more than two neu-
roendocrine markers among neuron-specific enolase (NSE), CgA, synaptophysin, and
CD56 [77]. The therapeutic approach for endometrial NECs is currently debated because of
the lack of prospective data (Figure 3). For resectable tumors, surgery with total hysterec-
tomy and bilateral salpingo-oophorectomy followed by postoperative radiotherapy and
platinum + etoposide chemotherapy is the recommended approach. For advanced-stage tu-
mors, platinum + etoposide chemotherapy is the recommended first-line treatment [77,108].
Of interest, an analysis of 170 patients with endometrial NETs from the SEER database,
including SCNECs (N = 56), LCNECs (N = 60), and other NECs not elsewhere classified
(N = 51), found that adding surgery to chemotherapy, with or without radiotherapy, may
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improve survival outcomes in patients with advanced disease [109], thus suggesting that
surgery could be considered in select patients, when feasible.
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4.4. NECs of the Ovary

Among the ovarian NENs, NET is the most frequent subtype [68]. Ovarian NECs,
which include SCNECs and LCNECs, are rare and aggressive tumors that represent less
than 1–2% of all malignant ovarian neoplasms [79]. Among ovarian SCNECs, the following
histological subtypes are recognized: the pulmonary type (SCCOPT), which is a proper
NEN, and the hypercalcemic type (SCCOHT), which is an undifferentiated tumor with
different grades of neuroendocrine immunoreactivity, not formally classified as a NEN
and usually associated with symptomatic hypercalcemia [64,77]. SCCOPT generally affects
women around 50 years old and occurs bilaterally in half of cases [77]. On the other hand,
SCCOHT is usually diagnosed in younger women and is extremely aggressive, with a
median OS between 5 and 14.5 months [110]. The ovarian LCNEC is the rarest variant
among ovarian NENs (less than 10 cases have been reported in the literature so far) and is
characterized by a highly aggressive behavior and a median survival of 10 months from
diagnosis [111–113]. Given the rarity of these tumors, available data mainly derive from
case reports and small case series, and thus, there are no dedicated recommendations or
guidelines [77]. For small-cell ovarian carcinomas, the treatment involves surgical excision
(hysterectomy, bilateral salpingo-oophorectomy and debulking), whenever possible, and
cisplatin + etoposide chemotherapy as adjuvant treatment if following radical resection or
as first-line treatment in metastatic cases (Figure 4) [74,79]. For advanced LCNECs, adopted
regimens include chemotherapy with six cycles of cisplatin + etoposide or paclitaxel.
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4.5. Other GY-NECs

Primary NECs of the vagina are extremely rare and aggressive malignancies, with
less than 30 cases reported so far [114,115]. The average age at diagnosis is 59 years and
the median OS for tumors with SCNEC histology approaches 11 months [115]. Due to
the rarity of the tumor, there is no consensus regarding the optimal treatment. In the case
of localized disease, chemoradiation with or without surgical resection (partial or total
vaginectomy and lymphadenectomy) should be considered [79]. For advanced disease,
palliative chemotherapy with cisplatin + etoposide is the preferred and most commonly
used regimen [115,116]. NECs of the vulva are rare tumors that are classified among
primary cutaneous neoplasms. According to the 2014 WHO classification of tumors of
the female reproductive system, they are classified into Merkel cell carcinomas (MCCs),
SCNECs, and LCNECs. Despite most of the cases being diagnosed as MCCs [63,79], in
a retrospective pathology series of 16 cases, more than half were reclassified from MCCs
to SCNECs by IHC and high-risk HPV testing [117]. Indeed, SCNECs and MCCs are
histologically similar, with both tumor types staining for neuroendocrine markers, such as
synaptophysin and CgA. Furthermore, around 30% of SCNECs express TTF-1, while 90%
of MCCs stain positive for CK20 [118]. Both types of tumors show aggressive behavior with
a median OS of 24 months, but therapeutic options are substantially different, e.g., with
respect to indications for ICI treatment [119]. In women with early-stage disease, surgical
resection followed by adjuvant chemoradiation is recommended for SCNECs and LCNECs.
Primary chemoradiation is commonly proposed for unresectable, locally advanced cases,
whereas chemotherapy with or without radiation of the primary tumor is advised in the
case of metastatic disease [79,120].

5. NECs of the Genitourinary Tract

GU-NENs comprise 1% to 2% of all GU malignancies, and they account for 1.5% of all
NECs [9].They are more common in women than men, with bladder as the most common
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site of tumor development [121,122]. Focusing only on male patients, neuroendocrine
prostate cancer (NEPC) is the most frequent GU-NEC, while other locations include testicles,
scrotum, penis, and penile urethra (mainly SCNECs) [1].

5.1. NECs of the Urinary Bladder

NENs of the urinary bladder can be classified according to the 2016 WHO/International
Society of Urological Pathology(ISUP) classification in well-differentiated tumors, SCNECs,
LCNECs, and paragangliomas [123]. Bladder SCNECs are rare entities, comprising only
0.5–1% of primary bladder malignancies. The pathogenesis and cell of origin of these
tumors are uncertain, and they are usually found in association with either urothelial car-
cinoma, squamous-cell carcinoma, adenocarcinoma, or sarcomatoid carcinoma [124–128].
Bladder NEC typically affects older males, with a male-to-female ratio of 5:1 and a history
of smoking. Hematuria associated with local irritation, pelvic pain, or urinary obstruction
are the most common clinical symptoms at the time of diagnosis [129]. Macroscopically,
SCNECs are not different from urothelial carcinomas and usually have a polypoid, solid,
or ulcerative appearance with muscle or fat tissue invasion [7,130–132]. Microscopically,
histological features of bladder SCNECs are similar to those of SCLC [7,132]. Tumor cells
express both epithelial and neuroendocrine markers including CgA, synaptophysin, NSE,
CD57, CD56, PGP9.5 and ‘dot-like’ cytokeratins. Mitotic count and Ki-67 index are essential
for determining the correct tumor grade [133,134].

Bladder NECs have an aggressive clinical behavior, with median OS of approximately
20 months [135]. Therefore, considering the high risk of metastatic spread and the poor
prognosis, a multimodal approach is recommended (Figure 5). Of note, considering its
rarity and the absence of robust evidence coming from randomized clinical trials, the thera-
peutic management of this tumor subtype remains challenging. In the localized setting,
transurethral resection of the bladder (TURB) alone is frequently ineffective in disease
control. Prognostic factors at this stage are tumor size irrespective of the presence of nodal
metastases (size cutoff: 45 mm), age (cutoff 72 years) and surgery performed in the context
a node-positive disease [136]. Radical cystectomy preceded and/or followed by chemother-
apy represent the gold standard in patients with stage I-III disease [124,137–139]. Retrospec-
tive studies have demonstrated a benefit with neoadjuvant platinum-based chemotherapy
combined with radical cystectomy [140]. For locally advanced bladder NEC, platinum-
based chemotherapy with or without radiation is the mainstay of treatment. However, due
to the rarity of this malignancy, no prospective studies have been performed to establish the
efficacy and duration of chemotherapy or the relative efficacy of platinum + etoposide ver-
sus other chemotherapeutic regimens. Finally, immunotherapy or chemo-immunotherapy
could potentially represent a therapeutic option, however there are no data to conclusively
support this strategy at present.

Bladder LCNEC is an extremely rare form of cancer with few cases reported in litera-
ture and seems to affect more commonly elderly patients [141,142]. Histologically, LCNEC
is identical to large-cell carcinomas of the lungs, being characterized by large tumor cells
with a polygonal shape, low nuclear to cytoplasmic ratio, coarse nuclear chromatin, promi-
nent nucleoli and frequent mitotic figures [143,144]. Neuroendocrine markers mainly
confirm the diagnosis, although CgA is expressed more frequently in bladder SCNEC than
in LCNEC [145]. Bladder LCNEC is a tumor with high rate of local and distant recurrence,
as well as poor prognosis (similar to SCNEC), thus requiring early diagnosis and aggressive
combined treatment. Unfortunately, owing to the paucity of available data, mainly coming
from case reports or case series, a standard algorithm for the diagnosis, treatment, and mon-
itoring of this neoplasms is currently lacking. The most used therapy in the clinical practice
is the platinum-based chemotherapy [7,146,147]. The potential role of immunotherapy or
chemo-immunotherapy should be further investigated.
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5.2. NECs of the Prostate

Primary NEPC is a rare disease, accounting for approximatively 1% of all prostatic ma-
lignancies at the time of initial diagnosis. More commonly, development of neuroendocrine
differentiation emerges under androgen deprivation therapy later in the disease course
of advanced prostate adenocarcinomas, and correlates with advanced disease, aggressive
phenotype, refractoriness to standard therapies and poor outcomes. The incidence of NEPC
is increasing due to more widespread use of highly potent antiandrogenic agents, such
as abiraterone and enzalutamide. Overall, NEPC are diagnosed in approximately 20–25%
of patients with advanced prostate cancer [148]. The biological mechanisms leading to
NEPC development are still a matter of research. Growing evidence suggest that cellular
plasticity and genetic reprogramming contribute to induction of androgen deprivation
therapy (ADT) resistance and promotion of the transdifferentiation to neuroendocrine phe-
notype [149–151]. NEPC is characterized by several genomic and epigenomic alterations:
loss of RB1 (70–90%) [152], loss of TP53 (56–67%) [153], overexpression and/or amplifi-
cation of MYCN and AURKA (~40%) [154,155], ERG rearrangements (~50%) with one
of the androgen-regulated genes (TMPRSS2, SLC45A3, and NDRG1) [156], codeletion of
both MAP3K7 and CHD1 (10–20%) [157], upregulation of SOX2 [158] and/or PEG10 [159],
upregulation of DNA methyltransferase and altered DNA methylation [153], upregulation
of EZH2 [153].

NEPC present with rapidly progressive symptoms, predominantly visceral and lytic
bone metastases, low serum PSA levels and rising levels of serum CgA and NSE. Para-
neoplastic syndromes tend to develop more frequently in the context of NEPC than in
patients with adenocarcinomas. Histologically, the differential diagnosis between NEPCs
and prostate adenocarcinomas might be challenging. Neuroendocrine marker positivity
and negative or weak prostate-specific antigen (PSA) staining can be used for differential
diagnosis, as less than 20% of NEPCs retain PSA positivity. However, in a small proportion
of cases (about 10%) even neuroendocrine marker (synaptophysin and CgA) expression
can be negative. Moreover, approximatively 50% of NEPCs express TTF-1, limiting the
utility of this marker for distinguishing between small-cell NEPCs and metastatic SCNECs
from other organs [160]. The optimal management of NEPCs is not well established. Sur-
vival remains poor, ranging from 7 months to 2 years, and the limited therapeutic options
available comprise platinum-based chemotherapy, which mirrors SCLC treatment as for
other EP-NECs [161,162].
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The evolving knowledge of biological mechanisms leading to neuroendocrine differ-
entiation is contributing to the expansion of novel treatment modalities for this aggressive
subtype of prostate cancer (Tables 1 and 2). Alisertib inhibits N-Myc signaling and tumor
growth by disrupting the interaction between N-Myc and its stabilizing factor Aurora-A
kinase. Alisertib was investigated in a single-arm phase II trial that, although formally
negative (median PFS: 2.2 months; median OS: 9.5 months), showed exceptional responses
in a subset of patients with N-Myc and Aurora-A hyperactivity [163]. Similar to what is
observed in prostate adenocarcinomas, ICI monotherapy showed poor efficacy in NEPCs.
In a single-arm phase II study of the PD-L1 inhibitor avelumab an overall response rate of
7% was observed among patients with progressive microsatellite-stable (MSS) NEPCs [164].

Table 1. Summary of trials in prostate NEC.

Study
Design NCT Drug Number

of Patients
Primary

Endpoint Results Study
Completion

Avelumab [164] Phase II
single-arm NCT03179410 Avelumab 15 ORR

ORR: 6.7%
median rPFS
1.8 months

(95% CI
1.6–3.6 months)

Median OS:
7.4 months

(85% CI
2.8–12.6 months)

2020

Pembrolizumab +
Platin-based

chemotherapy
[165]

Phase I
single-arm NCT03582475

Pembrolizumab
+ platinum-

based
chemotherapy

14 (7 in
cohort NEPC)

ORR, PFS,
and OS

ORR: 43%
PFS rate at
12 months:

43% OS rate at
12 months:

71%

2022

BXCL701
(Talabostat) +

Pembrolizumab
[166]

Phase IIa
single-arm NCT03910660

Talabostat +
Pem-

brolizumab

34 (25
evaluable

for response)

Composite
response

(either OR by
RECIST 1.1 or

PSA50 or
CTC count
conversion

from
≥5/7.5 mL to

<5/7.5 mL
from baseline)

ORR 20%
DCR 48%

Primary
completion

2023
Study

completion
estimated 2025

Alisertib [163] phase II
single-arm NCT01799278 Alisertib 60 6-month rPFS

mPFS:2.2 months
(95% CI 2.0–2.6)

mOS
9.5 months

(95% CI
7.4–13.0)

2017

Rovalpituzumab
tesirine (Rova-t) Phase I/II NCT02709889

Rovalpituzumab
tesirine
(Rova-t)

101
(NEC/NET
cohort from

multiple
primary sites,

21 patiens with
NEPC)

TEAEs

Grade 3/4 AEs:
54%

[pleural
effusion (5%),

pericardial
effusion (4%),
and dyspnea

(3%)]
ORR overall
population:

10%
ORR

NEC/NET:
13%

2019

AE: adverse event; CTCs: circulating tumor cells; DCR: disease control rate; mPFS: median progression-free
survival; rPFS: radiological progression-free survival; mOS: median overall survival; NEC: neuroendocrine
carcinoma; NEPC: neuroendocrine prostate carcinoma; NET: neuroendocrine tumor; ORR: overall response rate;
TEAE: treatment-emergent adverse event.
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Table 2. Summary of ongoing clinical trials in NEPC.

Name of Study and Population Phase Study Interventions NCT Identifiers Estimated Study
Completion

Lu177-Dotatate in metastatic
Prostate Cancer with

Neuroendocrine Differentiation
II Lutetium Lu 177-dotate (4 cycles) NCT05691465 2024

BXCL701 and Pembrolizumab in
Patients with mCRPC Small Cell

Neuroendocrine Prostate
Cancer Phenotype

IIb BXCL701 +/− Pembrolizumab NCT03910660 2025

PLANE-PC: Pembrolizumab and
Lenvatinib in

Advanced/Metastatic
Neuroendocrine Prostate Cancer

II Lenvatinib + Pembrolizumab NCT04848337 2023

A Phase 1 Study of PT217 in
Patients with Advanced

Refractory Cancers Expressing
DLL3 (NEPC, GEP-NET,

SCLC, LCNEC)

I PT217 (bispecific antibody against
DDL3 and CD47) NCT05652686 2025

Apalutamide Plus Cetrelimab in
Patients with

Treatment-Emergent Small Cell
Neuroendocrine Prostate Cancer

II Apalutamide + Cetrelimab
(anti-PD1 antibody) NCT04926181 2026

DeLLpro-300: A Study of
Tarlatamab in Participants with
Neuroendocrine Prostate Cancer

I Tarlatamab
(DLL3-rargeting BITE) NCT04702737 2025

CHAMP: A Study of
Chemoimmunotherapy for the

Treatment of Men with
Neuroendocrine or Aggressive

Variant Metastatic
Prostate Cancer

II

Nivolumab (w3), ipilimumab (w6),
carboplatin (w3) and cabazitaxel

(w3) × 10 cycles followed by
maintenance nivolumab and

ipilimumab (max 3 years)

NCT04709276 2027

Multicenter Trial of ESK981 in
Patients with Select Solid
Tumors (included cohort

of NEPC)

II ESK981 NCT05988918 2029

mCRPC: metastatic castration-resistant prostate cancer.

Combination strategies with ICIs have been tested to enhance the effectiveness of
immunotherapy in patients with NEPCs. In a small cohort of seven NEPC patients treated
with platinum-based chemotherapy + pembrolizumab, the ORR was 43%, and the PFS and
OS rate at 12 months were, respectively, 43% and 71% [165].

Talabostat (BXCL701) is an oral innate immune activator, and an inhibitor of dipeptidyl
peptidases (DPPs) that triggers the inflammasome to alert and prime the immune cells, lead-
ing to the activation of adaptive immune cascade. The combination of BXCL701 and pem-
brolizumab has been evaluated in a phase IIa study in patients with platinum-pretreated
NEPCs providing encouraging activity results (ORR: 20%; DCR: 48%; duration of response
range: 1.8–9.8 months) [166]. Interestingly, all responders were MSS and/or low-TMB.

The Notch ligand Delta-like ligand 3 (DLL3) is aberrantly expressed on the cell surface
of the majority of NEPCs. The DLL3 antibody drug conjugate rovalpituzumab tesirine
(Rova-T) demonstrated preferential preclinical activity in NEPCs compared to prostate ade-
nocarcinomas. These data supported the investigation of Rova-T as a potential therapeutic
agent for NEPCs. The relative phase I/II study included a cohort of 101 patients with DLL3-
positive NEC/NETs at multiple primary sites (NEPC: 21 patients) and demonstrated an
apparently manageable toxicity profile in the presence of an ORR of 13% in pooled patients
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with NEC/NETs [167]. Unfortunately, the development of Rova-T was discontinued after
two phase III studies failed to demonstrate a favorable risk–benefit balance of Rova-T in
patients with SCLC.

Further approaches are still under investigation in NEPCs. Several trials are evaluating
combinations of ICIs with chemotherapy (NCT04709276), targeted agents (NCT04848337),
and the new generation of antiandrogen, apalutamide (NCT04926181).

Furthermore, DLL3 is also the target of two novel agents under evaluation in NEPCs:
tarlatamab, a bispecific T-cell engager molecule that binds both DLL3 and CD3 (NCT04702737),
and PT2017, a first-in-class bispecific antibody targeting DLL3 and CD47 (NCT05652686).

ESK981, a phase-I-cleared multi-target TKI, exhibited tumor growth inhibitory abilities
by blocking the PIKfyve activity and disrupting autophagy. In preclinical models, better
responses were observed in androgen-negative rather than in androgen-positive castration-
resistant prostate cancers (CRPCs), suggesting a potential activity even in NEPCs [168].
The phase II multicohort study, including an NEPC cohort, is ongoing (NCT05988918).
PRRT with Lu177-Dotatate could be an option in patients harboring somatostatin recep-
tors and positive to 68-Ga-DOTATATE PET, which is under evaluation in a phase II trial
(NCT05691465).

5.3. NECs of the Kidney

High-grade NECs of the kidney, which include SCNECs and LCNECs according to
the 2022 WHO classification, are extremely rare and aggressive malignancies [169]. As
neuroendocrine cells have never been described so far in the renal parenchyma, it is pos-
sible that kidney NECs might arise from multipotent stem cells with a neuroendocrine
differentiation [7]. Due to the very low incidence of renal NECs, little is known about their
clinical characteristics, and therapeutic strategies are yet very limited. A recent compre-
hensive systematic review, which also put together case reports and data from England’s
National Cancer Registration and Analysis Service (NCRAS) registry, highlighted that renal
NECs are diagnosed at a median age of 70 years (thus, in older individuals when compared
with well-differentiated renal NETs), while inconsistent associations between sex and renal
NENs have been found [170]. Furthermore, the primary tumors of renal NECs are larger in
size than those of well-differentiated renal NETs, as about 20% of renal NECs have a tumor
size greater than 10 cm, which is negatively associated with prognosis [170]. Indeed, 80% of
renal NECs are metastatic at diagnosis, frequently spreading to the liver and bones, but also
to the brain and lungs as reported in several case series [171]. Renal NEC does not seem
to be associated with horseshoe kidney. Paraneoplastic syndromes, such as inappropriate
antidiuretic hormone syndrome (SIADH), have been reported in a few cases of metastatic
renal NECs [170,171]. Due to the rarity of this disease and the lack of prospective trials, no
recommendations about the optimal therapeutic strategies, combined or sequential treat-
ments, are available to date. There is some evidence that a platinum-based chemotherapy
regimen can substantially impact the survival of these patients, since a median survival
of 20 months was observed in patients with renal SCNECs receiving platinum-based
chemotherapy, compared to 8 months in patients receiving other chemotherapy regimens
without platinum [170]. Moreover, survival analyses were conducted in 63 patients with
renal NENs reported in the NCRAS between 2012–2018, confirming the aggressiveness
of this disease, as the 5-year survival of renal NECs was 38.4% [170]. Registry data have
shown a significant correlation between stage and prognosis, even though the prognosis of
these patients remains poor in any stage, with an OS of 3 months in patients with advanced
renal SCNECs and an OS of 11 months in patients with localized renal SCNECs [171]. Renal
LCNECs are even rarer and only a few case reports have been described so far, showing
similar behavior and aggressiveness of SCNECs. Interestingly, a case of a 59-year old man
with LCNECs of the kidney with cardiac metastasis was reported, confirming the cunning
and unpredictable attitude of these diseases [172].

Comprehensive genomic profiling should be performed in order to detect potentially
targetable drivers, always keeping in mind that the turnaround time of such analyses
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should not delay treatment start in a very aggressive disease that needs a prompt and
efficient therapeutic strategy to cope with rapid tumor growth.

6. Conclusions

NECs have an extrapulmonary origin in less than 10% of cases. Overall, EP-NECs
are characterized by a very low incidence, aggressive behavior, frequent presentation at
later stages, high recurrence rate, and hence poor prognosis. The current strategy in the
treatment of EP-NECs is extrapolated from SCLC, with platinum-based chemotherapy
being the standard of care for EP-NECs of any primary sites. However, data about the
efficacy of platinum-based combinations are limited and based only on case series or small
retrospective studies. Referral to a dedicated neuroendocrine tumor center and discussion
in a multidisciplinary team are essential for the management of such patients, especially
as surgery is increasingly emerging, in select cases, as the primary treatment, capable of
improving outcomes even in patients with locally advanced disease.

Expanding the therapeutic landscape of EP-NECs is of the utmost importance to
improve patients’ prognosis. The current treatment options are indeed characterized by
relatively short durations of response. Targeted therapies and ICIs appear as appealing
agents for the treatment of EP-NECs given their tolerability profile, which compares
favorably with that of standard chemotherapy, and the potential for long-term responses.
Bench to bedside and back research focused on deciphering the mutational landscape of
EP-NECs as well as understanding their immunological underpinnings will pave the way
to innovative treatment strategies to be tested in the context of well-designed clinical trials
modeled to reflect the rarity of these malignancies.
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